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1. INTRODUCTION 

This Contributor’s Guide has the purpose of introducing and providing overviews of 
the online services available to teachers and decision-makers for the purpose of 
promoting and sharing experiences and resources on the potential of streaming 
media applications in education.  

1.1 TWO INTERCONNECTED SERVICE ENVIRONMENTS 
As already mentioned in Part I of this guide, the eStream project is using two 
supplimentary environments for providing its online services to the target group of 
educational professionals engaged and interested in streaming media applications. 
The project web site is an web-administrator managed service to which others mainly 
can make indirect contributions. The eStream virtual community services are 
extensively managed and populated through a distributed process and through 
community-wide direct contributions, where the individual contributors are the owners 
and mangers of their content contributions. This part of the guide will focus on 
promoting and supporting such direct contributions and for this reason it will primarily 
be addressing the online services provided through the eStream community services. 

1.2 END-USERS AND CONTENT PROVIDERS 
Most visitors and community members will probably adopt an end-user role within the 
eStream virtual community, at least initially. Once the familiarity with the community 
grows an increasing numbers of professionals will also realise that they can make 
useful contributions to the community at large. This e.g. in form of exchanging 
experiences with other members, give comments and reflections on content and 
contributions already provided by others as well as to share information about 
publications, information resources, tools and solutions that they have found useful.  
This guide has been divided up in two parts in order to provide useful information 
about the opportunities that the eStream community service provides, both for end-
users (Part 1) as well as for those eStream community members that are ready to 
also take on a contributive role (Part II, this document).  
The early part of this Contributor’s Guide introduces tools and opportunities for 
making basic and direct contributions, such as upgrading of user information, provide 
comments, reflections and replies to comment of others, to interact online with other 
members, to provide web links, information resources and announcements, as well as 
to make use of some interactive sessions such as forums and the Advise services. 
The later parts of this guide also introduces some more powerful tools and solutions 
for development/production of different forms of online services. Some of these more 
advanced contribution modalities have already been utilised by the eStream partners 
to build some of the unique eStream services, such as the EKE and Knowledge Pool 
services, but more importantly those are also available to all other eStream 
community members for their development of other online services that they envisage 
could be useful for the community of professionals who are interested of or engaged 
in streaming media application for the education/lifelong learning sector. 
The introductions made in this guide are not taking the form of a manual or step-by-
step instructions, most of the introduced tools and services have their own manuals 
and help-services, and the guide would simply be too volumious, instead the guide 
takes on an essentially introductory and promotional approach. 
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1.3 DURING-PROJECT AND POST-PROJECT SERVICES 
This guide is produced both for the during-project services mediated by the eStream 
project as well as with a post-project sustainability in mind. All services and facilities 
that are introduced and described in this guide are developed and facilitated for 
during the time span of the eStream project, while its effective lifetime is planned for 
and expected to be substantially longer than the project time span. In fact some of the 
more advanced services and applications may not even reach its critical mass of 
usage during the project time span, but may evolve, grow and reach its usage peak 
after the completion of the eStream initiatives in its form as an EU-supported project. 

1.3.1 CONTRIBUTIONS BEYOND PROJECT TIME FRAME 
The contributions in the very end of the eStream project, and beyond its project time 
span may be those services initially introduced and promoted in connection with the 
project-concluding eStream conference, as well as the further developments and 
refinements that are initiated as a result of that conference, and produced during the 
last quarter of the eStream project, and utilised by its intended target population 
immediately before the end of the project, and/or during its post-project continuation. 

1.4 SUPPLIER-USER RELATIONSHIP 
As already indicated in the User’s Guide, the eStream online services have adopted a 
client centred service model that makes accommodations for the maturity and stages 
of adoption that a user goes through. In all such service contexts there is a supplier-
user relationship where transactions of valuables need to be two-directional in order 
for that relation to have sustainability. This is of particular importance for an online 
service of community orientation, like the eStream community service, as its 
members are expected to take on the roles as users and suppliers/contributors. The 
rationale for the usage is that its content should have value to the users, and possible 
of a magnitude that is greater than what other services can offer. For the supplier or 
content contributor it has to contribute some form of ‘compensation’ for the 
contributions made, and possibly of greater or more predictable format than what 
other mediating environments can contribute with. Such compensations can take 
many formats, from visibility, image generation, recognition and encouragement to 
other forms of more material contributions. One role of the eStream community 
service coordinators is to ensure that these value-flows are there and in the 
expected/desired volumes, as well as with a visibility and awareness among its users.  

1.4.1 SERVICE LEVELS OF CLIENT-ORIENTED SERVICE INTERACTION  
The approach to service provision, or the ‘service level’ can take different shape and 
form in an online service like the eStream virtual community service, from adoption of 
the lowest ‘stuff the throat’ service level, to more client-adjustable service levels, such 
as basing the services on the needs 
and selections of the users, and 
even up to a full ‘partnership 
orientation’ of the service provision. 

In the case of the eStream online 
services the ambition has been to 
provide the services of a higher 
level, as close to a partnership level 
as we could possibly reach. 
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2.  ESTREAM COMMUNITY SERVICE PLATFORM – AN OVERVIEW 

2.1 ESTREAM SERVICE ENVIRONMENT 
 The community service environment 
adopted by the eStream project makes use 
of a Virtual Community Platform (VCP) 
that is specifically developed for 
international collaboration initiatives 
aiming at developing and delivering user-
centred services to multi-lingual target 
groups.  

The VCP-based services are acquired on ASP basis 
with its operating base within the EUproject server, 
and with connections to larger ‘community of professionals’, the MVC (Minerva 
Virtual Community) EUproject initiative,  a community of ‘learning professionals’. 

The VCP-based Euproject.net services are 
provided to national and international 
project initiatives on membership basis 
through service licences, and the eStream 
project makes use of a service constellation 
it found desirable for the project.  

The Euproject.net platform hosts a large 
number of collaborative programmes, 
projects and collaboration initiatives of 
different kinds. This has for the project the 
added advantage that the envisaged end-users 
of the products and services developed by the project will probably already be familiar 
with this online service environment and be registered users within the same service 
platform as it already contains many thousands of learning professionals, the MVC 
initiative and a project dissemination interface. 

The Minerva Virtual Community (MVC) contains 
virtually all project coordinators and project 
partner representatives from all Minerva projects 
since the initiation of this EU programme. As such 
this virtual community is probably also containing 
the most significant actors within the learning 
sector across EU and is therefore a significant 
source and channel for awareness generation, 
promotion, dissemination and recruitment of 
end-users for the eStream project. The 
Propagator-developed DVM dissemination 
support facilities are also part of the MVC. 
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2.2 ESTREAM ONLINE SERVICE CONFIGURATION 
The online service environment for eStream project is 
uniquely designed for the eStream project purposes. The 
service consists of a ‘community’ defined precisely for the 
eStream project. It is set up as a set of workgroups 
configured to support the achievement of the ambitions 
and goals defined for the project, and embrace a 
constellation of actors (users and contributors) that will 
realise the ambitions and enable project achievements. 

2.2.1 MVC / ESTREAM COMMUNITY 
The MVC virtual community of professionals’ that the 
eStream project services have been established within is 
defined in terms of a set of rules, settings and modus 
operandi definitions catered for by the online service 
platform. These settings can be modified by the 
community management as and when requirements 
and/desires to do so exist. These settings are in the hands of those that the 
community is in hand of, and not in the hands of centralised web administrator, or any 
third-party the solution provider. 

2.2.2 THE ESTREAM WORKGROUPS  
The eStream project made active usage of two group 
formation facilities; contact lists for the interface with 
‘external actors’, and workgroups (two in total) for 
‘project internal’ constellations. Development activities 
are the core focus during the project and service 
provision is the core focus in the later parts of the 
project, as well as during the post-project services. 
The structure of the workgroups are therefore also 
modified over time in order to match the needs and 
preferences of the project at any given time. The 
operating rules, the access to the workgroups and the 
modalities for actor interactions are defined by the 
workgroups, and not by any third party, by the 
technical tools or infrastructure used for their work, or by the overall project 
management, which enables a fully-fledged group responsibility distribution. 

2.2.3 THE ESTREAM PROJECT ACTORS  
Each involved project actor, guest and end-user of the 
project services have their own unique identities, 
access facilities, capabilities and responsibilities within 
the community. The project provides key members 
(project actors and end-users) with higher level 
access and intervention capabilities within the system. 
The contributions made to the project, as well as to 
the overall community from a member is also visible to 
other members, and each member has full capacity to 
interact with any other member on group basis or 
point-to-point basis, and they are able to define their 
own presentation profiles. 
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2.3 ONLINE SERVICE FACILITIES FOR ESTREAM PROJECT 
The online service environment used by the eStream project has besides its own 
designed service structures and content also selected to make use of four standard 
service facilities that gave consistency to the users of the service environment among 
different user categories. These were; a Desktop, a Member display area, an 
Interaction service and a palette of content Creation facilities, all described below;  

2.3.1 ESTREAM DESKTOP FACILITIES FOR ONLINE SERVICE USERS 
 The Desktop, available to both guests 
and users, gives each user the capability 
to operate their own virtual office service 
within the service environment. When 
users view their own ‘member card’ a 
dashboard is added in the margin that 
containes all the facilities, tools and 
services needed for active participation in 
activities and usage of the project’s 
products and services. Similar service 
dashboards are also available to all the 
workgroups, giving them a jointly 
operated and shared tools for collaborative work, for handling of developed services 
and their resource contributions. 

2.3.2 ESTREAM AND MVC MEMBER FACILITIES FOR ONLINE SERVICE USERS 
 The Member display services give 
visibility to the community participation 
among the community members, both 
by displaying recent member visits and 
to highlight contributions made to the 
community. In addition, there are 
introductions of new / active members 
as well as direct links to a range of 
member support services. All member 
presentations are directly linked to the 
info cards from which contact 
information, commonality indicators 
and facilities for interactions can be explored. 

2.3.3 ESTREAM INTERACTION FACILITIES FOR ONLINE SERVICE USERS 
 Interaction service takes connectivity and 
communication capabilities one step further by 
providing multi-modalities of member interactions. 
Meeting rooms (private or public) are provided to 
the members, where chats, discussions, voice 
conversations, presentations and demonstrations 
can take place. In addition, there are links to 
specialists, advisory services and discussion 
forums. More information on these service facilities 
is available from the project web site. 
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2.3.4 ESTREAM CREATE/ENGINE FACILITIES FOR SERVICE DEVELOPERS 

The Create service is made 
available to all community 
contributors provided with or 
have otherwise acquired 
higher level membership 
status.  

While the ‘create’ service 
only informs about the 
‘engines’ that are available to 
members with higher level 
settings, the engines are 
made available to all 
contributors for practical 
usage by those that within 
the community are given higher level of 
access. The engines are a powerful set 
of application development tools with 
which advanced services, solutions 
and applications can be built online, 
without any programming. 

Dependant on the familiarity with respective engine the user is either given direct 
access to the engines, and can straight away create new applications and edit 
previously developed engine-based applications. The engines contain both a quick-
development tool of more simple applications as well as a number of more advanced 
functionalities that can be added later on in the application development process. 

The service environment also contains tutorials, explanations of each ‘engine’, as well 
as online help-desk facilities.  

The three most powerful engines used 
within the eStream project are the 
Display, Inquiry and the Composer 
engines. These were used for the 
development of the online Audit and 
eStream Presentation service. A 
technical introduction of these three 
engines is provided in next Chapter of 
this guide (More infonformation on 
this is available from eStream 
community web site available at: 
http://Minerva.Euproject.net/eStream/ 
The extent of access to and 
manipulation of engine-based 
applications are determined by a 
combination of the eStream 
workgroup membership and the 
Euproject-MVC/eStream community 
membership level of each individual 
eStream community user.  
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2.4 ESTREAM PROJECT ACTOR SERVICES 
By using the EUproject Internet services eStream project has access to many useful 
project actor tools. A small selection of some of these tools and a short description of 
their key features is provided below. These project actor tools can be utilised in 
combination with other contributor tools such as surveys, expert advice system, 
concurrent document authoring facilities, and link catalogues for information 
resources on Internet. It can also be used in combination with contact lists, contact 
databases, to stimulate network building, advanced search services, as well as used 
as tools to create web pages and with various project manager’s management tools. 

2.4.1.1 PROJECT DESKTOP 

Each EU project, like the eStream 
project,  has an information card that 
contains a description of the project, 
contact data, and info on who are the 
project members. The information 
card can also be set to accept non-
project members to participate in 
some parts of the project, send  
messages to the managers, etc. It is 
also possible to replace the 
information card with custom 
designed web pages as well as with 
other content. The project members 
can log in and see the project’s 
desktop,  where they have access to 
all the project collaboration tools they 
need as well as access to all the 
information and material that the 
project has created.  

Members also have access to a special page 
that automatically shows them all the new 
events and contributions that  have happened 
since they last logged in. 

 

2.4.1.2 EVENT CALENDAR 

There is a project calendar where 
project actors can add events. 
Project members can also 
register for these events. With 
the events can also be provided 
more detailed information, 
address, attached presentations, 
etc. Each member also has their 
own private calendar, which they 
can choose to show its events to 
other members. The calendar 
can automatically filter events 
and only show the events that are 
of interest to the member. 

 

The project also has an activity list where users 
can specify what needs to be done as well as 
delegate responsibility to different members. They 
can in their turn report on the progress of 
activities. When the deadline for an activity is 
approaching all engaged participants will be 
automatically notified. 
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2.4.1.3 MEETING ROOM 

In the meeting room 
multiple participants can 
communicate with each 
other in real-time. If they 
have a webcam and a 
microphone they can also 
communicate using voice 
and video. They can also 
communicate using written 
text, and the system will 
save the transcript of the 
text conversation. 

Participants can add text 
and draw on a whiteboard 
as well as upload Word-
documents or PowerPoint-
slides that will load in the 
whiteboard.  

There is also a room that is specially designed for 
presentations where a person is a speaker and can 
show a presentation to multiple participants. 

 

2.4.1.4 PROJECT 
REPORTING/BUDGETING 

Each project, such as 
eStream, also has a project 
card that describes the 
technical aspects of the 
project; such as partners, 
work blocks, budget, etc. 
Sensitive information is 
hidden and is only shown to 
the appropriate project 
members. The total project 
budget can be viewed as 
divided across partners or 
across work blocks as well 
as a partner-specific budget 
across work block as well 
vice versa.  

 

 

 

Project participants can report costs and activities. 
These are then approved by the work block 
managers and the project manager. Because the 
costs are automatically compiled the project manager 
can quickly see the budget status. 
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All financial transactions are 
recorded which makes it 
possible to go back in 
history and see in detail 
transactions or changes 
taken place. This is among 
other useful for example at  
EU reviews of  the project. 

If the project also needs 
cost reports on paper these 
can easily be printed as pre-
formatted paper-based 
reports that can be signed 
and sent to the concerned 
parties. The budget tables 
and the cost reporting fully 
follow EU reporting 
standards and guidelines.  

 

The compiled budget tables make it easy for both 
partner representatives and project managers to 
provide financial information and activity reports when 
preparing the interim and final reports to the EU. 

 

2.4.1.5 FILE SHARING 

Using file sharing services 
guarantees that all project 
members have access to 
the latest documents and all 
other files that are of 
relevance to the project. File 
sharing also saves old 
versions of a file so that it is 
possible to see for example 
how the development of a 
document has progressed 
as well fall back on an older 
version. Uploading of files is 
hassle free and you can 
structure files in subfolders 
and compress them. Users 
can also choose how the 
files are displayed in a 
folder. For example a user 
can choose to show the file 
as small icons e.g. if these 
are pictures. Users can also 
upload multiple files in one 
go as well as unpack zip 
files automatically. 
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2.4.1.6 DISCUSSION FORUM AND INBOX 

The project has two discussion forums by 
default. An internal forum where only 
project members can discuss and a public 
forum. It is also possible to create 
additional discussion forums. Members 
can choose if they want to participate in a 
discussion forum by using a web browser 
or by email. It is also possible to adapt the 
way in which the forums work and look by 
changing its settings, for example if the 
thread should have a tree-structure or not. 

Both the project members, and the work 
groups, have their own email address. 
From the inbox users can read their email 
that has been sent inside the system from 
another member as well as from other 
email services via Internet . 

 

It is also possible to see when a project 
member has read a message sent to 
them, which is useful when a user wants 
to be sure that someone has read their 
messages. 

 

2.4.1.7 MEMBER/GROUP CONTACT LISTS 

Contact lists can be established both 
by any community member and by a 
community group.  Membership in a 
contact list generated by members has 
to be approved by those that have 
been included in a contact list before 
those contact list inclusions are 
activated. There is an automated 
process for inclusion handling within 
the service environment, messages 
are forwarded via email and the 
member cards are updated with the 
status of the proposed contact list 
inclusions. Community coordinators 
can in some cases activate automated 
inclusion into contact lists 
administrated by the overall 
community. 

Contact lists have a defined maximum 
membership, normally kept to 15 
members per list for member-
generated contact lists. The contact list 
manager is the ‘owner’ of the list and 
can edit its content, update its 
membership, generate web links for 
the contact list and determine if it is 
open for requests on memberships 
from other community users.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The member card defines which  
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The community member card lists 
which contact lists a community 
member is manager of and what 
contact lists a member participates in. 
Depending on the visibility level that 
has been defined for a contact list, 
other community members may or 
may not actually see those contact 
lists when visiting a member’s card, 
even if the owner, or the members 
within that contact list may still see the 
list when visiting that card. 

The Minerva Virtual Community has 
established a number of groups, and 
those are listed on its community card. 
Some of these groups relate to years 
2000 to 2005 project actors, and each 
of these have their own ‘group contact 
lists’ representing all the projects 
included in these batches of Minerva 
projects. There are also other groups 
within this community, either for 
Special Interest Groups (like the one 
for streaming media), the NPCs or for 
Minerva projects hosted on this 
platform, like the eStream project. The 
Minerva National Programme 
Coordinator  group contains one 
contact list for each country on project 
actors, with NPC as its list coordinator. 

The contact lists established for each 
Minerva project, like the Minerva 
contact list for the eStream project has 
the project coordinator as its contact 
list coordinator and all project partners 
as its contact list members. These lists 
have been auto-generated by the 
community coordinator from the 
Minerva programme database, and are 
regularly updated by respective project 
teams. The content displayed in such 
project contact lists, and the ways in 
which the information in those contact 
lists can be edited and updated can be 
modified by the project coordinators, 
and proposed by other concerned 
project actors.  
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When entering into the Minerva Virtual Community through its main web address 
http://Minerva.EUproject.net you will meet it’s public web site display. Some of its 
menu options, defined to be accessible only to its members have been greyed out 
and are not accessible without login with valid access codes. All community 
members have each received such ID/Password combinations via email, and if these 
have been forgotten it is possible to request a reminder via email. Once a user logs 
in the front page changes to a logged-in member front-page where among other 
there are links to all annual batches of Minerva projects. The eStream project is 
found in the community group called 2003 Project Actors. Click on its title and it will 
display its group card and present all its members, as well as the Contact Lists tab 
under which you find the contact list for eStream project.  
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When selecting eStream group contact lists by clicking on its title, the displayed content 
on the screen changes and it present the contact list display as illustrated below; 

 
This part of the screen presents the project group 
contact list for the selected project, in this case the 
eStream project. Two recently added buttons in the 
upper right corner of the contact list card is worth 
noting; the OPML syndication service, and the Blog 
icons, both providing the project contact list with some 
powerful feature additions. Note also that all project 
actors listed on this card also have an ‘Upgrade the 
contact list’ bar from which updates can be proposed.  

This part of the screen is added for those that are members of the 
group to which this contact list belong, in this case the 2003 
Project Actors. The functions included on the Group Desktop are 
similar to those that are available to individuals from their own 
community members cards, here provided on a group basis. 

The extent of the full functionality available within the service environment being 
actually displayed depends on how the community has been configured, the 
structure and features decided upon for this particular group and the status of the 
user reviewing this group contact list. 

The different components of the contact list display are elaborated on next. It should 
however be noted that not all of these elements will be available when you are 
visiting the a group contact list, depending on your specific role in the community, 
your membership level and relation to this particular project and contact group. 
These membership characteristics are determining what elements are operational 
and visible in your particular case. Upgrading of your membership level, or changes 
in your role relationship to the group and the contact list will automatically also 
change the constellation of elements and control functions available to you as user. 
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The same contact list definition is also displayed if you choose the Contact List tab 
from a member card of a user coordinating or participating in the selected project. 
Some projects may also have included links to this project contact list from their own 
community-internal or externally administrated web services, and vice versa.  

 
Each project using the VCP-based service environment can expand the content of 
the project contact list, and include, depending on acquired subscriptions and 
membership levels any additional online support services, including project web 
pages and applications developed with the usage of the VCP-based engines.   

The small Internet icon on the contact card links the user to the web site specified for 
the project. This could either be an external web site (like in this case) or a web site 
produced within the service environment using either a WYSIWYG tool or html 
codes. When you click on the Internet icon there will be a new web browser window 
opened and you will be able to interact and make full use of that service available at 
that web site. Independent of what web site is referred to, the linked page will always 
have a small reference to the contact list card, as illustrated for this project. 

A project contact list can be edited, 
updated, expanded with additional 
project members, with links to project 
work groups and project-specific VPO 
services, as in the case of eStream 
project, with its work group links, VCP 
services and web pages. The editing 
options (illustrated on the following 
page) are called up from the icon in 
the upper right corner of the contact 
list card. Depending on the status of a 
community member the contact list 
may only open a partial set of editing 
options to that user. 
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Editing of a Contact list 

Each contact list includes a number of editing options. Those specific for the overall 
contact list are listed in the ribbon in the top of the contact list card ribbon, and those 
specific to a member within the contact list are available on the right-hand side of the 
names of the members. 
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2.5 THE DISSEMINATION/ANNOUNCEMENT SERVICES 
The announcement services within the VCP-based communities have 
also been extended to individual member and group Contact Lists. As 
every project within its EUproject community have their own VCP-based 
project contact list it is also possible to use the announcement services 
for dissemination of project news and information about the progress of 
the project, as well as announce events that the project would like to invite others to.  
The announcement services can also be used to promote products or services for which a 
project would like to distribute information about to other Euproject.net community 
members, or even be used to mediate and make advertisements about those. 

The VCP-based eStream information dissemination service makes use of the 
announcement features on the eStream project contact list, combined with the syndication 
features facilitated through the Minerva community environment. The announcement 
service enables eStream project actors and content contributors to produce anything from 
a short notice to sophisticated display pages with exactly the layout that one likes to use. 
The available syndication features make it possible to extract information materials from 
any location of the community service (like the contact lists) and compile similar 
information items into a ‘syndicated’ list of items from across many sources. Without 
getting into technicalities it could be said that an eStream project announcement appears 
in three locations simultaneously; 

• Under the Announcements heading on the Contact List for the project 
• On the Minerva community front page under the Project News heading 
• On any syndicated list of announcements from any selected Minerva projects 
It is also possible for any community member to compose lists or profiles of any 
combination of projects from which they like to receive information from and have their 
announcements delivered to them through these syndication services. The syndicated list 
is automatically updated by VCP and the users are notified when new prioritised items 
appear in the list that users have created or are subscribing to. 

The starting point for this service is normally the creation of announcements for the 
project. These announcements can be produced as frequently as one likes, and can 
contain exactly the information that one likes others to view and know about.  There is an 
option to choose between three target groups for a given message; 

• The members on the contact list (the project actors) only 
o Used as a project-internal newsletter / announcement service 
o Used as a project-internal diary / logbook for events and announcements 
• All members of the community (that are registered and have logged in) 
o Used as a community-wide dissemination and news service 
o Used as contribution to special interest groups through the profiling service 
• Not-logged-in users and visitors (do not require registration/login for viewing) 
o Used as a public information dissemination / announcement service 
o Used as your Internet-based advertising service and announcement board 

Each announcement can be defined to be directed to any of the three target group 
alternatives. Only those that have been authorised to view an announcement will see it in 
the announcement lists (a pad-lock indicates such restricted viewing). The content 
contributor can through the announcement editing function always change both the 
content and the visibility status at any time. 
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As a default setting announcements can be added to a contact list by any member on a 
project contact list. This modality can be changed by the contact list manager. The contact 
list manager can also add and approve members of the list, provide more information 
about the project as part of the contact list description, and add links to available project 
web services. The usage of categories for classification of announcements is by default 
deactivated but can be activated by contact list managers after the community manager 
has defined such categories (used e.g. for metadata tagging of the project contact lists). 

2.5.1 ANNOUNCEMENT LISTS AND ANNOUNCEMENT DISPLAYS 

In the list of announcements only a title or part of the announcement information will be 
displayed, and by clicking on the hot-linked text will be displayed as full announcements. 
The most recent announcement is listed first and is presented with some descriptive text 
while a couple of previous announcements are presented only with their titles. Elder 
announcements are listed when the ‘more’ option is selected.  

 

  

 
Note that one can also add new announcements straight from the announcement list, and 
not only from project contact lists, done through the ‘add’ (+) button in upper right corner 
of the project announcement box on the community  logged-in front page. 
An announcement display is presented when clicking on the title of the announcement 
of a selected announcement. The announcement displays are presented as a separate 
web page. This display page has its own web address and can also be used for external 
references to a particular announcement. 
All announcements consist of four parts; 

• A title 
• A descriptive text block 
• A free-format presentation page 
• A web link to separately stored information materials 

The announcement display page has its own URL so it can be called up from anywhere 
on Internet and included as a link in email messages and web pages. The URL address 
consists of the community URL followed by “/NewsID/#”,  for eStream; 

http://Minerva.euproject.net/NewsID/557/ 
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2.5.2 PRODUCING SIMPLE / BASIC ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The most common starting point for announcements is the Project Contact List. All 
projects within an EU programme addressed by a community (such as the Minerva Virtual 
Community example below) have their own contact list. The content of such lists are 
editable from the icons in the upper right corner of the displayed contact list page (only 
visible to those authorised to make use of those) by the contact list manager (normally the project 
contractor), or by any assigned assistant contributors. Announcements appear under the 
announcement heading with the descriptive texts of the most recent announcement 
displayed while other more recent announcements appear only with their titles. The full list 
of announcements can be called up using the ‘more’ button.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the right hand side of the Announcement ribbon on top of the announcements you 
have also an ‘add announcement’ icon (a plus sign), visible only to those that are 
authorised to add new announcements (there may also appear two additional buttons, RSS and 
ATOM, which are described later on in this guide). If you click on the add button a form will be 
displayed.  This form has a short and a more extensive versions. The short version of the 
form is displayed below; 
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After having added the announcement title, the date when you want the announcement to 
first appear, and the descriptive text of the announcement, you can also define the target 
population for your announcement. There are also two or more options depending on your 
membership status. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can also add a link to some additional reference materials, such as a web page, a 
calendar event, or an uploaded file. These references can either be from within the VCP-
based community, and can call up any resources or items available within any of the 
‘engines’ being part of the community environment, or be an external web link. The 
‘upload a file’ option gives you the opportunity to attach documents and files to your 
announcement. These documents can either be available in the uploaded format (e.g. 
Word, PowerPoint, Mind-Maps, etc) or be converted to web pages (html files) that can 
subsequently be called up without need for downloading by the users every time they 
would like to view the reference document. It can also be a streaming media file, or even a 
segment of such, defined with the Media Cutter engine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is also another useful feature within the announcement services, which is called 
the notification services. There are two types of notifications available; sending 
notifications to the members of the contact list and/or to sending notifications to those 
that have previously visited the contact list and its announcements. This could also 
become a powerful tool for maintaining contacts with interested VCP members. 
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2.5.3 COMPREHENSIVE / ILLUSTRATED ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The more comprehensive format for announcements is using the same form, only with the 
difference that once the option ‘include detailed WYSIVYG content in the announcement’ 
is ticked in there is an additional feature added to the form, namely a WYSIWYG editor 
(WYSIWYG = What You See Is What You Get). With this tool you can produce any free-
format layouts of the announcements that you like to dispatch. The editing tools 
functionalities are very similar to editing functions in Word. 

  

It is also possible to upload Word files directly into the WYSIWYG editor (using the Word 
button) which means that you can either upload a pre-prepared announcement document 
in Word format and have it automatically converted into a web page, or you can have 
some standard layouts in Word format that you upload into the WYSIWYG editor and 
thereafter edit and/or add text, pictures and even web links. When you click the Word icon 
in the upper left corner of the WYSIWYG editor a small window appears from which you 
can upload your Word file. 

Once the uploading is done, and your announcement has been completed, you press the 
‘Done’ button and the announcement you just produced is added to the announcement 
list, as well as to all the associated news pages, and notifications are automatically sent 
out about this announcement to all relevant users/members. 
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2.5.4 EXTENDED USAGE POTENTIALITY OF THE ANNOUNCEMENT SERVICES 

The announcement services just presented will probably substantially reinforce the dissemination 
capacity of the eStream project, and is also intended as a one-stop-shop for project 
announcements and dissemination to project-related information to a larger audience. 

Most important, the service is provided free to all Minerva projects, including the eStream project, 
and all registered VCP members have the opportunity to make use of this service. 

Most EU programmes addressing learning issues (such as Grundtvig, Minerva, Leonardo, etc) 
have been provided with these announcement services, and all those project announcement 
services are in compatible formats. This will enable eStream users and content contributors to call 
up, combine and have special compositions of project announcements, created either with usage 
of the profiling/categorisation options for the announcements (may not be applicable to all projects 
and all communities) and/or with the syndication services being an integrated part of the 
Euproject.net community services. 

You can compose your own combination of announcements from different projects by using the 
RSS services. It is also possible to make such compositions from any Euproject.net community, 
and this as all available RSS announcement lists for a community is displayed when the 
community-URL is combined with ‘/RSS’ added to it (e.g. http://Minerva.EUproject.net/RSS) 

From the displayed list of announcements you can select a sub-set and create a composed listing 
(in form of an OPML file). This OPML file can be read e.g. from your MyFeed option on your 
member card or produced as a web page that is shared with others (more info on the syndicating 
features in a separate document). VCP includes RSS, ATOM as well as OPML readers. Such OPML 
references can now also be added to the project contact list, providing the contact list visitors also 
with pre-compiled announcements for eStream-related projects. 

 

With upgraded membership levels there is an additional array of even more powerful tools for 
dissemination available to projects, introduced e.g. through http://Propagator.EUproject.net and 
which is also used by eStream project for its project dissemination efforts. 
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3. SERVICE-GENERATING ENGINES USED FOR ESTREAM SUPPORT 

The service environment used for providing the eStream community services contains a 
number of powerful engines that can be used for development and provision of services, 
applications and interactive features. These engines are available to all community 
members that have a membership level that enables content contribution of different kind. 
The unique capacities of 
these engines are that they 
can be used to generate a 
wide veriety of services in an 
integrated manner as well as 
discrete service applications. 
The capability of using an 
application developed by one 
engine in combination with 
another service providing 
application developed by 
another engine opens up an 
almost unlimited set of 
service options. The fact that 
those engine-generated 
service applications can be 
developed by a single 
contributor, or as a remote collaborative team of content contributors opens up the 
potential of high level of community orientation in the development of new services. 
The inter-connectivity of the service engines could be characterised with a Rubic’s Cube 
where all facets (service engines) could be placed in combination with any other facet/ 
engine in order to create uniquely colored cube faces (i.e. combined service applications). 
The range of service engines available within the eStream environment could be clustered 
into two catergories; the service-enabling engines and the application generating engines. 
The former provides the services in a more direct manner while the latter provides the 
services through applications developed through the engines. The former, introduced first, 
requires less technical expertise from the service developers, while the latter requires 
more complex skills and often used by collaborative teams. 
With this first type of engines applications are generated by a community member with 
application-generating rights, who also becomes the application owner and the so called 
application architect. The acquired application ownership can subsequently be transferred 
to other community members with similar membership levels. 

Service-Enabling engines on Community level 

Some of the service-generating engines are provided on community level, and can only 
be manipulated with by the coordinators of the community services, while other engines, 
the majority of them, are also reachable by the contributing members of the community. 
Before addressing the latter category the former will be introduced for the purpose of 
clarifying what determines the overall rules and regulations within a community. 

Before entering into these elaborations it may however also be relevant to mention that 
any application developed by those engines can be addressed not only from a given 
community, such as the eStream community, but also from any external web service.  
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3.1 COMMUNITY ENGINE 
The community engine provides the operational foundation on which a virtual community 
is built. It guides how the community membership is organised, it handles the group and 
membership subscriptions, and defines the general display and access characteristics of 
a community. These settings are defined and regulated by the service provider hosting the 
community environment (the VCP Int. in this case), together with the community 
coordinators (in this case the Euproject.net and Minerva Virtual Community coordinators). 
The community site settings and the community configurations can be changed over time, 
and when such changes are made the ‘community modality’ is instantly being changed. 
This enables among other a community coordinator to adjust the community 
configurations whenever the maturity or modality of the community is in need of change. 

3.1.1 COMMUNITY SERVICES UTILISING THIS ENGINE 
There are two overlapping communities that the eStream community service makes use 
of as its host environment, namely the EUproject.net and the Minerva virtual community. 
New members introduced into the eStream community environment are automatically also 
made to community members in these two large-scale communities. 

3.1.1.1 EUPROJECT.NET 

The EUproject.net community 
service includes all ‘learning 
professionals’ that have 
participated, or are participating 
as partner in any project within 
the EU programmes supported 
by the EUproject initiative. It 
contains more than 20.000 
members, and is an important 
dissemination channel for the 
eStream project as well as a 
recruitment-base for future users 
and facilitiators of the support 
services that this initiative has 
the ambition to provide to 
European ‘learning professionals’. 

CAPACITIES AS END-USER 
All registered guests and members registered as end-user of this service environment 
also automatically become members of the EUproject.net environment. They can utilise all 
its services consistent with their membership levels and the group memberships that they 
have acquired, and make use of the content which other contributing members have given 
them access to. The settings made for this online service also applies for Euproject.net 
services. Memberships canalso be terminated at any time by the users. 

CAPACITIES AS CONTENT CONTRIBUTOR 
With a membership-level that allows for development of engine-based applications it is 
also possible to generate support services and applications that are also accessible from 
any Euproject-based community, and the generated applications within any of these 
communities can also be interacted with thre to the same level as is this service 
environment. Modifications of overall settings and configurations for the EUproject.net 
community can however only be done by the assigned community coordinators. 
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3.1.1.2  MVC (MINERVA VIRTUAL COMMUNITY)  

The Minerva Virtual Community includes 
all registered actors within the eLearning 
and Minerva programme projects. It 
includes around 5000 project actors, and 
many of them are actively reviewing the 
announcement and the project 
information services that are available 
from MVC, including those mediated from 
the eStream project. 

CAPACITIES AS END-USER 
The eStream community services are 
hosted by MVC, and users of this support 
service environment are also registered 
as MVC members. MVC membership is a 
pre-requisite for usage of the guest and 
membership level services within this service environment while the visitor services can 
be used without having a MVC guest or membership status. 

CAPACITIES AS CONTENT CONTRIBUTOR 
The content providing capabilities within MVC are the same as for all Euproject.net 
communities. One additional feature for the MVC is that announcements and notifications 
can be generated for the full MVC community from all the applications that the content 
contributor has been given such rights for, or which the contributor is the ‘owner’ of.   

3.1.2 ESTREAM ONLINE SERVICE AS ITS OWN VIRTUAL COMMUNITY PLATFORM 

During the implementation of the eStream project its community services are hosted and 
provided as part of the Minerva Virtual Community, rather than with its own platform. This 
has the advantage of enabling direct dissemination channels to the wider Euproject and 
Minerva communities (representing over 22.000 members), and at the same time provides 
the eStream project with a low-cost solution for its online services aimed at supplimenting 
the more conventional project web site. 

In an end-of-project or post-project perspective it may however be found more 
appropriate, and more contributing to the post-project sustainability of the project initiative 
to convert the present community-hosted eStream community services into its own virtual 
community platform. If so, it is possible to do without the need for re-developing any of the 
already developed services, without having to spend efforts and energies on transfering 
the already generated content, and not even to re-register and change any of the user 
settings when moving the eStream community services from the MVC to its own Euproject 
virtual community platform. 

With its own VCP environment it would also be possible to set the community engine 
settings to the modalities desired for a post-project continuation of the community services 
to a format and modality that would further improve the sustainability potential of the 
developed services also when this service faces the post-project realities. 

A decision in such direction, with establishing eStream as its own virtual community, with 
its prime attention to streaming media applications for the education(learning sector is a 
decision to be taken in the final phases of the eStream project, or alternatively as a first 
step to arranging post-project sustainability for the developments done during the project. 
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3.2 MEMBER AND WORK-GROUP ENGINE 
The handling of community memberships and work-group are done under the umbrella of 
the Community settings just introduced, and it is managed by the Member engine, which 
actually manages both individual membership subscriptions and the administration of 
work-groups. As the membership administration is a community coordinator’s task, this 
engine introduction will mainly focus on the handling of the work-groups.  
Work-groups can be initated and coordinated by any 
community member, and a work-group can contain any 
number of group members as long as it is within the 
size of the overall community. New group mambers can 
be invited from the host community, from any other 
VCP-based community, or even via email invitations to 
users not yet member of any community. Initiation and 
acqusition of group-work facilities are part of the 
subscription process, and can be acquired on either 
group coordinator or the community coordinator level. 
Work-groups can have open or closed membership, and the group can be visible or 
invisible to the overall community. If open, the group coordinator is notified when a group 
member leaves the group, as well as when new members request an entry into the group. 
The group service can be set to allow only the group coordinator, or the full group 
membership, to make use of the group services, like group messaging, announcement 
services, calendars, file library, planning system, etc. The group coordinator can also 
assign any number of group assistants, who have same access rights as the coordinator. 
Within the MVC there are two such eStream-related work-groups; one group in which all 
eStream project actors participates in, and one group where all community members who 
makes use of the Knowledge Pool and EKE services are members of. Entry into this latter 
work-group is a prerequisite for gaining access to and usage of those eStream services.  

3.3 INFORMATION RESOURCE / LINKS ENGINE 
Besides the individual and group-based file libraries (available from respective cards) 
there are also web link and file uploading services that can be made accessible to the 
larger community. This service is facilitated through the Link engine. The links are 
displayed under categories and sub-categories, and a particular link can occur in more 
than one category. Categorised link list are first displayed in an abbreviated format, where 
selected links can be expanded to display their full link data. Users can also add 
comments and reflections to any individual links. 
Each link is owned by its contributor, and the information on a link can be updated at any 
time by its owner. When a link is not operating 
properly an email is sent to its owner, who can update 
the provided link data. New links are provided through 
a link add/edit form, in which all link related 
information are stored, including its display period, its 
meta data and theinformation on its access 
limitations. Ownership of links can be handled over to 
other members, and the usage of the link by others 
can be reviewed by the owner through its ‘electronic 
footprint’ services.  End-users can also indicate which 
categories they are most interested in, and get email 
notifications whenever new entries have been made. 
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3.4 MEDIA-CUTTER ENGINE 
Links to streaming media files can, like any other file formats can be referred to, classified, 
given descriptive text, become metadata tagged, given selective usage access, and with 
the ‘electronic footprint’ feature also kept records on its usage. However some 
applications may want to make use of only a segment of the streaming media file. 
The Media-Cutter engine enables 
community users to make use of 
only segments of a streaming media 
file. The engine can both be used 
for production of an executable 
media segment display command, 
or as an additional way of making 
file references in any of the other 
community services, engines and 
applications. The stand-alone 
application can be used in a more 
simple format or with an expanded 
set of functions, such as caption 
generator, metadata tagging, as a 
previewer and as a URL generator. 
The starting point is to provide the URL for the streaming media file, followed by the time-
code for the start and end of the desired segment, which can also be determined by 
previewing the streaming file. In addition, captions can be added at desired points of the 
stream, and meta-data for the segments can also be included, if not handled at the point 
where the reference to the segment is to be done (such as in a link catalouge). 
In e.g. the Link engine there 
is an option when adding a 
new link into the link library to 
define a URL with the media 
cutting instructions included., 
and this by simply selecting 
the ‘define a clip’ option. 
By selecting the meta-data 
inclusion option the meta-
data from the media cutter be 
also beinserted automatically 
in the web link library. The 
alternative is to add the meta-
data into the lower part of a 
link definition form, and 
thereby enable users to make 
use of both link category 
search and link meta-data 
search options.  
Similar media-cutter URL 
reference capabilities as in 
the Link engine are also 
availble form all other VCP-based engines. 
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3.5 PAGE / MENU ENGINE 
The page/menu engine is used for creating 
new and editing already produced web 
pages. Pages can be created with a 
WYSIWYG editor (default), with html code 
or with any external web design tool. The 
page appearance is dependant on the 
adopted style sheet. In general the page 
consists of a content window and a menu 
list, and these can be defined separatly. 
Both the content window and the menu 
listing can be made conditional. Different menu options can be displayed, hidden or 
deactivated depending on the viewer’s membership level and group belonging. The 
content window can change its content, import content from other web pages, or display 
notices to selected viewers based on a range of predefined conditions set for the page. 

The edit menu for a web page has 
options for specifying access, for 
defining view conditionalities, as 
well as for production of multi-
lingual variants of a page. With 
users having pre-set their 
language preferences, the page 
with the preferred language is 
automatically displayed to the user.  

The properties definition controls, the 
overall structure and operation of the 
web page, are all defined using the 
properties form, while the content of the 
menu is defined with a separate menu 
definition form. The content of the 
display window is either defined by the 
WYSIWYG editor, imported from a 
Word file or from some externally 
generated web page design tool. 

A web page is ‘owned’ by the creator of 
it, or somebody else that the creator 
has handled over the page ownership 
to. Only owners of a web page can edit 
it or change the page settings for it. 

Each page has its own its visitor/usage logs, in which page owners can review the visits to 
their web pages, as well as see from where the users came to those pages. The page log 
has also a notification service which the page owners can use to send messages to 
previous page visitors e.g. in when a page has been updated or modified since last visit. 

The viewing capability is defined by the page owner and can be set to give access even to 
public users (without login) or to any combination of membership levels and group 
membership. The page owner can at any time change these access conditions, as well as 
redefine the previously mentioned page-viewing conditionalities. 
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3.6 ADVISE ENGINE 
Identification of and interaction with specialists and advisers are catered for through two 
services, the Specialist definition service, where members can define their specialisms, 
subsequently displayed on their member cards, and the Advise engine services, which 
mediates questions/requests from a 
user to the advisors identified for the 
subjects handled by the Advise engine. 
Both the specialism definition and 
nominations as advisors are self-
generated Each user defines their own 
spcialism and advisory capabilities, and 
the available specialists and advisors 
can be listed from respective service.  

3.6.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF APPLICATIONS GENERATED BY ADVISE ENGINE 

The Advise engine can be defined to cater for any issues, concerns or question 
categories, and each community can define its own set of advisory issues. The MVC 
community have included some eStream-related streaming media issues. 
The Advise engine administrates 
question and answers within the 
defined categories, dispatch email 
notifications to the advisors within 
the related categories whenever new 
questions/requests have been added 
and notifies the requester whenever 
answers from the advisors have 
been received, or alternatively when 
supplimentary questions on requests 
have been submitted by others.  
The Advise engine can also be 
operated with tokens, which can 
be allocated by its users to 
questions asked and thereafter 
be distributed by the requester 
to those that provided the most 
valuable replies to a request. 
MVC is applying the token 
approach and the Advise engine 
maintains its token score-board. 
The supplier of a request can follow the indicated interest 
and view the provided replies on an overview page for the 
submitted questions within a particular question category, 
and all users can see their token status fron the front page 
of the Advisory services. Adding new questions/requests 
are made on a form where the request is elaborated on, 
given a token weight/importance indication, as well as being 
classified into any combination of issue categories. Once a 
question has been sufficiently answered the request is 
closed and unused tokens are re-allocated to its owners. 
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3.7 PRESENTER / MEETING ENGINE 
The simplest forms of interactions with other users are through the online messaging, the 
online chat services and/or the discussion forums, all mentioned in Part I of this guide.  

For more rich interactions there are also 
an online meeting service.  With this 
option it is possible to both request/book 
an online meeting, e.g. directly from a 
member card, or from the meeting 
management services being part of the 
‘Interact’ menu option, as well as to 
implement online meetings. Such 
meetings can be private or public, include 
person-to-person meetings and group 
meeting, be open or closed, and make 
use of only text, voice or even video and 
whiteboards. In the end of a meeting 
transcripts are also generated. 

The meeting scheduler can be used both for online 
meetings as well as face-to-face meeting via other 
media such as Skype, phone or even fysical 
meetings. A booking can, besides the definition of 
media/modality or location, time and the nature of 
the meeting, also include all necessary file 
attachments, web links, etc. The invited participants 
can be defined in terms of names or groups. With 
groups are all members of the group at the time of 
scheduling are automatically invited. 

The meeting invitations are dispatched at the point 
of time of scheduling, e.g. ‘x days’ before the 
meeting. It is also possible to allow members to 
register their desired attendance to the meetings 
that are publicly announced. 

The meeting room can also be used in combination 
with external voice or chat services, such as Skype. 
The same is also the case with presentation 
services channeled via the presentation option 
available within the Display engine (described 
later). This may be particularly useful if there are 
very large volumers of participants (to be handled 
e.g. by SkypeCast), or when an audio conference 
has to handle participants who have no computer/ 
internat connections (handled e.g. by SkypeIn and 
Skype conferencing). In case the meeting requires 
also voice transcripts either analogue voice recording could be used, or alternatively 
digital recordings via a Skype suppliment like Pamela programme or similar programmes. 

Complete screen and voice recording can also be done e.g. using streaming media 
recorders. The latter may however require more high-level technical equipment and skills. 
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4. APPLICATION-GENERATING ENGINES AVAILABLE TO ESTREAM 

The online service environment used by the eStream community includes applications 
developed through different engines available within the VCP-based service environment, 
and some of the more important of the engines used for these development efforts have 
been introduced in this guide.  It should however be mentioned that only part of the 
capacities of these engines have also been utilised for the applications presently available 
within the eStream service environment, and future contributors to the eStream online 
services may well find that many additional service aspects could be utilised for the 
purpose of further refining the already developed service. It is fully possible for present 
and future eStream content contributors to make a substantially more extensive usage of 
the full range of these and other engines in subsequent upgrading of the service 
environment, when you as an eStream ‘contributor’ and others are introducing additional 
applications based on feedback and expressed preferences received from the eStream 
user community. For such more expanded and advanced usage of the eStream service 
environment it is recommended that VCP user manuals for respective engine are 
consulted. This guide has, as it been mentioned earlier, only the ambition to introduce the 
engine-based functionalities that are central to the applications already developed and 
confine this introduction and overview to the fuctions presently being utilised within the 
eStream user community. 

There is however some of the VCP-based engines that have not yet been introduced in 
this guide, and this includes the application-generating engines. These engines have 
among other been used for the development of the more advanced services, like the EKE 
and the Knowledge Pool. These engines are also envisaged to be more extensively used 
in the final phases of the eStream initiative, as well as in the development of post-project 
services, and this for the purpose of generating a sustainable post-project contiuation of 
the online support services. In addition these engines are also made available to 
contributing members of the eStream community who have the ambition and capabilities 
to develop further interactive services, supporting dialogues, surveys and online guidance 
in the area of streaming media application in an educational/learning context. 

There are in particular three engines that will be further elaborated upon; 

• The Dynamic Display engine 

• The Inquiry Engine 

• The Compose Engine 

The usage of these three engines for the creation/development of new applications ‘from 
scratch’ may require detailed insight into those engines, while contributions to an already 
initiated and structured engine application will require substantially less technical skills. In 
addition, the creation of a new application using these engines will also require a higher 
membership level, while contributions to a pre-defined application requires only a lower 
membership level. Usage of the developed applications requires only a visitor or guest 
level membership, if not defined differently by the developers of those applications. 

The description of the three engines is here only provided in a conceptual format, and for 
the purpose of introducing and promoting the usage of these application-generating 
engines for further refinement and expansion of the service capabilities of the eStream 
community service, and this extensively by all contributors within the eStream community. 
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4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMIC DISPLAY ENGINE 
The Display Engine, used by the eStream project, is an extremely flexible service solution 
development tool that can be used for a wide range of application developments with different 
format for and approaches to displaying information, interactive content, online services, dialogues 
and communication tasks. Typical applications could be to establish a multi-forum online 
discussion service, an information dissemination centre, an online presentation service, or even a 
content syndication service. The Display Engine enables application developers to define what 
aspects of the display services are to be used, in what format and outlook it should be provided to 
users, what user groups should have awareness about and access to the services, with what 
conditions and to what extent they should be able to manipulate its content or make contributions. 
Application developers can also pre-define the service content both in terms of its functionality as 
well as which other actors are given coordinative rights to different service elements and how other 
users can interact with its content. A typical application has a pre-defined ‘front cover’ and an ‘end 
page’, and it includes a number of service item/pages, possibly clustered into a set of ‘chapters’. 
The chapters and its items are displayed in a menu, which is designed according to the application 
developer’s preferences, with selected display item details (see below), and the overall outlook, 
color-schemes and images presented in the way the designer has defined those. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The display items are presented in the content window of the application or as full-scale web 
pages, depending of the choosen display design. The content of these display pages can adopt a 
wide range of functionalities. Some examples of display item applications are; 

1. Display items as Discussion Forums 
Each display item can be defined as a separate discussion forum, with the contributions handled as a linear list of contributions, or 
as branch of comments and replies. Comments can be sorted and filtered as well as sending out notifications to others when new 
contributions have been introduced. 

2. Display items as Presentations 
Each dispay item can be configured either as a multimedia presentation, or as a display of a single presentation ‘slide’. Display 
chapters can be defined as separate presentation sessions with a display item repeated in more than one such chapter/session. It 
is possible to associate automated audio to those presentations as well as to include Q&A sessions to each presentation item, to 
make a presentation as a loop, and announce its availability. 

3. Display items as Email Dispatches 
A display item can be configured as a pre-designed advertisement or information sheet that is dispatched to a pre-defined set of 
recipients. The graphic design can be converted from Word files, be composed online and include attachments and media files. The 
dispatches can be set to be executed on pre-set time/dates, enabling a major dissemination to be prepared for well in advance of its 
implementation. 
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4. Display items as Surveys / Polls 
The interactive part of an display item can be defined as a poll service or survey handling centre in which pre-defined set of actors 
are invited to reply to the polls/survey items. The statistics for the reply items are optionally automatically generated in the format 
selected by the display item coordinator, and the response statistics are visible to responding actors. 

5. Display items as Web-books or Web-page Aggregators 
Though the in-built display of external info resources available within a display item it is possible to generate ‘scrap-books’ in which 
links to web pages and other external resources are displayed within the presentation page. These web-page demonstrations can 
be converted into full window displays, and the presented web content can be commented by users. 

6. Display items as Notebook, Diaries, Guestbooks, or Blogs 
A display item can be defined as a note-taking devise in which an individual actor, a group of actors or even public visitors, can 
insert contributions. These contributions can be text only, or combination of text, files, illustrations, multimedia as well as 
podcasted/streaming media. These blogs can also be set to contain syndication facilities (RSS and ATOM formats) and be 
interconnected via the aggregation services available within the chapters. 

7. Display items as Syndication Aggregators 
A display item can be defined as a syndication page with either internal information syndication from other VCP-based applications 
(even other display applications / display items), or through external syndication services (RSS/ATOM/OPML format). A chapter can 
also be defined as an aggregator of all individual syndication services available on display items within it. The notification/dispatch 
services can also be activated when an item coordinator wants to announce that there is a significant number of new entries within 
the defined syndication services. 

Display item functionalities like those outlined above can be mixed within a display application, and 
even within a particular chapter of a display application, created by a content contributor or any 
eStream project actor. Both individual display items, as well as the overall display application can 
have define access rights in terms of target communities, workgroups, organisations and/or 
individuals, with relevance and access levels tailored individually for any of these entities. 
Ownership and editing rights can be distributed among members with accessibility rights, and 
ownership can be transferred whenever applicable. 
The comment option, used particularly in interactive services such as discussion forums, are 
available within each display item and have a wide range of reinforcement services such as the 
ability to classify contributions, filter contributions, send out notifications to comment contributors 
that these have been replied to. Comments can be rearranged, both in terms of its presentation 
style and its presentation order, and contributions and replies within a forum are highlighted with  a 
flag for new entries. Old entries can also be archived. 
One powerful option for the interactive forum services is that newly entered comments also can be 
dispatched to a defined target group without demanding from them to visit the forum itself. Infact 
they can also reply to comments by an email addressed to the forum contribution via a 
conventional email service and it will be automatically inserted into the forum on its appropriate 
location. Others will also be notified on its availability. In addition, it is also possible to allow forum 
members to reply to more than one contribution with a single comment, even if the different 
contributions commented upon resides in separate discussion forums, and thereby it is possible 
for to create interconnections between discussion forums. 
Another very powerful feature is the dispatch function, available within each display item. This 
function makes it possible to pre-configure what parts of a display item should be dispatched to 
what user constellations (i.e. not only a comment in a forum within such display item, and not only 
dispatched to the forum members). Such dispatches can be made graphically attractive and 
distributed as personalised email. Users of such dispatch functionality can also make a pre-test of 
the appearance at the receiving-end of such emails in order to avoid mistakes/image-blunders and 
to assure that correct image and desirable impact is generated. 
New display engine applications can be created by any VCP-based community member having a 
membership level of information provider or higher, while the display items defined within such 
display applications can be coordinated/’owned’ by any actor having at least a valid user-level 
membership in a VCP-based virtual community environment. All eStream project acors and its 
community of content contributors with upgraded membership levels have full creation and editing 
capability for applications generated by the display engine. 
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4.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMIC INQUIRY RESPONSE ENGINE 
The ambition with the Dynamic Inquiry Response Engine is to enable eStream online service 
developers to create highly interactive and inquiry driven services. The applications to be 
developed with this engine are ranging from conventional surveys and diagnostic tools to scenario-
based and highly personalised counselling, guidance, advisory and learning services. The services 
developed with this engine could also operate in a chained manner where the outcomes from the 
interactions in one application can be providing relevance indicators and control variables for a 
personalised service in a second inquiry application, and this in any number of inquiries in a chain 
of service applications developed by this engine. 
The submission of replies to an eStream-generated dialogue service based on inquiry engine 
requires prior user identification and log in into the community environment providing the inquiry 
engine based application. Users of such services can either enter their own replies or , if such 
authority is granted to them, also for others that belong to a group of people for which that user 
has some form of coordinating or mediating role. Entries can be made incrementally or be ‘forced 
completion’ of the displayed string of questions. The requested replies can relate either to a single 
instance or to dual contexts and status, such as ‘before-after’ or as ‘is-should’ status, all 
determined by the designer of the inquiry engine application. The context for which an inquiry 
response is made could relate either to a group constellation available within the community, such 
as a project, group, a contact list, members in a contact data base or even for the whole 
community, while the external context, such as a particular target population, client group or in 
some of the manner selected groups or individuals that are defined as new entity and thereby also 
simultaniously invoked into a contact list linked to the member card of the community member 
mediating the replies from other respondents. Each reply is in most applications thereby 
connected to an identified person within the community, even if it is technically possible to run 
inquiries without identifying replying users.  
The minimum profile information used for an inquiry for the identified users is the data already 
available on the member card. However, it is possible to create specific profile-collecting surveys 
by using the same inquiry engine, and interconnect such profiles to the main application so that 
the extent and selection of content being presented become personalised. For the users, and in 
inquiries being made by such profiles, the dialogues are determined by the data that has been 
previously collected through the profile application. Both the profile and the main application could 
also use the replies that have been made during the earlier parts in the same inquiry as indicators 
of what additional responses and questions will be presented during the later part of the same 
application to that particular user. This enables an inquiry designer to create highly personalised 
and dynamic surveys, powerful diagnostic tools and other forms of inquiry and dialogue 
applications. 
The display elements presented to the application user can contain a wide range of options from 
normal web pages to multimedia or any product or service produced either by some other engine 
available to the community, or being externally available and displayable through a web browser 
via Internet. This includes also streaming media as well as segments of such, defined through the 
media cutter engine. Each such content element can be associated to internal inquiry replies 
generated in earlier parts of an application and be decided to be displayed on basis of data 
derived from replies made in a previously completed profile survey. The conditions determine in 
other words if a specific display element will be presented or available to a specific user. Such 
conditions can contain any thing from a single conditional statement to a complex combination of 
loops and conditional statements. The interactive elements, often presented in form of questions 
or choices to be replied by the user, can have different reply structures and presentation formats, 
all defined firstly on an overall architectural level and secondly on element-by-element basis by the 
inquiry designer.  
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The reply options include multiple-choice questions, selection of options along a continuum, 
selection of a position in a two-dimensional space, replies in form of free text or as numeric 
statements, and even as a link to an external information resource such as a web site or an 
information resource available in some other service engines within the community service 
environment. It is also possible to allow the respondent to upload and convert documents or 
presentation materials into browser readable materials, as an additional answer/reply option. 
The replies made to an inquiry application are stored in an online database which enables the 
users to subsequently review their own replies as well as to get benchmark indications on how 
their replies compares with those from other repliers within the same application context, group or 
contact list. The coordinators of a particular application context, project, group or contact list are 
able to review the overall group results as well as extract the reply data for further external 
statistical analysis, if  such functions are selected by the application designer. The replies also 
function as inputs to Composer-generated recommendations and guidance. 
The recommendation or response generation part, handled by the Composer engine, is designed 
to be able to generate personalised text documents composed from conditional text elements 
based on the responses and selections made in the inquiry response part of the application. The 
results can be personalised elaborations in online documents, recommendation or guidance 
material which are retrievable by the users after the conclusion of an inquiry dialogue, or from e.g. 
their member cards, and can with its combination of text, links to additional information and/or links 
to activities or additional information resources recommended to be attend to, all based on the 
inquiry response replies, function as e.g. a personalised action plans or as guidance 
documentation for the users after that they have completed the application developed by this 
dynamic inquiry response engine.  
From the point of view of a support service designer there are some other flexibility aspects worth 
notice. Firstly that the content material within an application can be generated in a distributive 
manner with many collaborating co-editors. Second, that the applications can be produced in 
multi-languages, and the translations can be delegated to other actors. Third, the content of the 
inquiry can also be incrementally refined, with notifyication of users in their subsequent visits that 
there are some new and un-replied inquiry items that, and that if replied to, this will further improve 
the generated recommendations. Similar options are also available for the Composer-handled 
response-generating parts of inquiry/dialogue-handling applications, including the possibility to 
generate supplementary responses to the inquiry response data also while reviewing the 
Composer-generated personalised document. Fourth, it is also possible to incrementally refine the 
responses being provided for previously generated inquiries by moving back to the inquiry 
dialogue from the Composer-generated application. In addition, previous users of an application 
could also be automatically notified via email whenever there are some new additions made into 
the inquiry engine generated application they have previously used. 

A simplified version of an application 
generated with the inquiry engine is the ‘poll’ 
service, such as the one presented on the 
logged-in front MVC page; 
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4.3 DESCRIPTION OF COMPOSER ENGINE – A DYNAMIC DOCUMENT GENERATOR 
This is a summary introduction of the Composer Engine, available for development of eStream 
post-project user support services, contributor-created applications, and other guidance-types of 
online documents requested by end-users of eStream support services.  

The Composer Engine is an integrated part of eStream’s VCP-based service environment and can 
therefore both be used in combination with any other engine, with applications generated with 
other VCP-based engines or used in combination with other VCP features, as well as for making 
active usage of content and features provided by any other VCP engine. The Composer-generated 
applications can also make full usage of user characteristics and usage data available on 
individual service users, groups or community constellations already established within the service 
environment. The user interface for a Composer-based application, as well as for the dynamic 
and/or interactive documents developed from these, can be given tailor-made and personalised 
designs, styles and profiles. 

4.3.1 THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COMPOSER ENGINE 

The Composer engine applications can be configured to 
become a tool for incremental document production for 
both individual content developers as well as for an 
unlimited set of collaborative document editors. The 
composer-developed applications as well as the content 
developed within it can be configured to become a highly 
interactive and dynamic document generator with built-in 
capabilities to both handle collaborative actions during the 
content generation/authoring/editing process (for content 
developers) as well as be functioning as a conditional 
provider of both dynamic and highly interactive content 
utilisation processes for its users. Both the elements of 
the application structure and the content elements 
generated within such applications can be conditionally 
accessed, displayed and/or used depending on author-
defined conditional statements referring to individual 
user’s previous responses to questions and surveys, to 
preference settings, etc, in an associated Inquiry 
application. Similar conditional actions can also be made 
dependant on a user’s previous usage trails and 
compounded scores of different kinds. The Composer 
Engine enables its application ‘architects’ to set up any 
amount of Composer-based applications, or tools, that 
each can have its own unique combination of features, 
appearances, access conditions and interactivity levels, 
as well as inter-linkages to other applications generated 
with this or other VCP engines, all dependant on ambition 
level and purpose of the tools built with the engine(s). 

The application development can take place in three overlapping strata. The application 
development definitions made at one strata can be subsequently altered without the content 
already introduced into an application at a later stage getting lost. It simply becomes reconfigured 
and re-shaped according to the latest defined application specifications. The three content 
production strata are; the architecture strata, the content definition strata and the content 
production strata. 
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The overall application settings are defined at the architecture strata through a set of rules and 
characteristics for the overall content development process. This includes also the publishing 
characteristics of the overall documents, such as design of front and introduction pages, usage of 
table of content, references as well as inter-linkage to other VCP-based engine applications. The 
architect strata is defined by the ‘application owner’, and editing of a application on this strata can 
be restricted to the application owner or shared with other selective co-architects having the 
required VCP-membership level. 

The content definition strata is where the content outline and characteristics of the structural 
elements of the document are defined, where the expected involvement of co-developers in the 
application content production are specified, where the specification of the expected time frames 
and modalities for the content development process is defined as well as where the usage 
modalities for application content are specified. This may also include the specification of what 
web content or linkages can be made in the content to be developed, as well as what multimedia 
and interactive services can be included in the developed content elements. It is also at this strata 
where the editorial rules for the subsequent strata of content and content blocks productions are 
defined, as well as where the access rules and the ownership conditions for the developed content 
are specified. 

The content production strata is where the actual content is produced within the defined overall 
document and content structures. The content that is generated within the defined structure can 
include text, multimedia or any combination of text, audio and video, internally generated and 
stored within the VCP service environment, or content accessed via links to external media 
services, databases, document repositories, streaming media and/or web servers. This is also the 
strata where detailed display conditions for individual content elements as well as where the 
conditional statements and inter-linkages with response data from other VCP-based service 
engines for those content elements are introduced. The content production strata has also content 
review options which enables reviews of the content developed so far, both from an editor and an 
end-user perspective, and this with display conditions set for completed and uncompleted 
materials for respective groups. 

4.3.2 MAIN PARAMETERS OF A COMPOSER-GENERATED APPLICATION/TOOL 
Composer-generated applications can be made multi-lingual and sensitive to language 
preferences among individual users. The tool can be set to draw response data from specific 
surveys, assessments or audits developed by the VCP-based Inquiry engine, or used as a stand-
alone application. Content presented to end-users are extensively determined by the settings in 
the Composer application rather than defined by the Composer engine, which means that the 
applications/tools/solutions are defined by the application developer. The available variables, and 
even more the combination effects generated by the set of variables provided by the Composer 
engine, will probably be more than sufficient for any collaborative document production or 
interactive document to be used in eStream community environment. 

The interface specifications for overall architecture strata definition for an application include, 
among other, following configuration elements; 

• Title and summary description of the document, owner and application access 
• Links to other VCP-based applications, such as inquiry engine applications  
• Document ownership and extent of allowed sharing of editing responsibilities 
• Multi-linguality and the process for and involvement in distributed translations 
• Rights of a content developer to see/edit incomplete content developed by others 
• Rights of users to view/utilize incomplete content or see who the editors of it are 
• Design of front page, opening page(s), instruction page(s), and closing page(s)  
• Access to section design/specifications, interactivity rules and TOC specifications 
• Specification of text presentation (fonts, size, etc), outline levels and level design 
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• Specification of rules for display of links and subordinate elements of a section,  
• Section separators, top and bottom banners, and/or section page breaks 
• Content editor delegation options to groups and/or individuals 
• Facilitation of interactive areas within sections, access and usage rules 

  
The interface specification at the content definition strata contains an additional set of 
parameters that can be set uniquely for each content segment defined in the content outline.  

This includes, among other, following configuration elements; 

• Title and summary description of content segment, as well as level position 
• Reference to /editing of ‘mother’ segment in the outline (enables restructuring) 
• Order number in a given mother-segment (enables re-sequencing of element lists) 
• Segment-inclusion condition based on internal or external responses or ‘scores’ 
• Responsibility, expected start, completion, and approval of contributions made 
• Status reporting and notification of progress to involved actors in editing process 
• Inclusion of interactive features and relevance indicator within segments 
• Completion schedule, present status and dates for competition and approval 
• Conditional inclusion of user interaction, discussion forum or online note pad. 

The interface specifications at the content production strata contains a third set of parameters 
and functionalities that can be defined in connection with the content generation.  

This includes, among other, following elements; 

• Selection of item formats as either text items, question items or free-format items 
• Introductory text, main text body and concluding text in predefined text formats 
• Display conditions based on users’ Inquiry responses and relevance decisions 
• Inclusion of web- or file library pictures into text, incl. their hotlinks to web pages 
• Inclusion of multimedia presentations, linked or displayed in the text or pop-ups 
• Inclusion of web links, displayed as hot-linked titles with pop-up page displays 
• Conditional inclusion of auto-played or user triggered audio elements in text items 

The Composer ‘question items’ follows definition structures similar to questions in the Inquiry 
engine, and ‘free-format items’ use same page editing process as in the WebPage engine.  

4.3.3 CONTENT DESIGN AND ACCESS CONDITIONS FOR COMPOSER APPLICATIONS 

Initiation of a new Composer application requires a Service Provider membership level, while 
the addition of content items into a defined application requires an information supplier 
membership level. Subsequent 
content contributions in defined 
content items requires a user level 
membership, while usage of the 
produced content can be done also 
with a guest-level membership. The 
guest-level usage restriction only 
applies to use of notes/forum 
services, or if the designer of a 
Composer application has not made 
any specific group or membership 
level conditions for usage of the 
developed Composer-based 
application/services.  
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Some Composer applications may be interconnected with an Inquiry engine application, making 
the Composer document items conditional to the replies in the Inquiry. If this is the case and the 
Composer user has not replied to the Inquiry questions there will be a forced redirection to that 
inquiry application prior to being allowed entry into the Composer application. Some Composer 
application may also require users to define the context to which the application relates. This is 
often the case when Composer applications are connected to an profile-based or contextually 
dependant Inquiry applications. 

4.3.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COMPOSER USER-INTERFACE  
It should be noted that the user interface and the appearance of a Composer application is almost 
entirely defined by the Composer architecture, and the content definitions made by the designers 
of it, rather than defined by the Composer engine itself. What the users are presented with, and 
are able to read, view, and interact with is the dynamic content generated by the application driven 
by the Composer engine, not the engine itself. Responses and  relevance indications made by the 
user, together with earlier replies made in interconnected Inquiry applications will extensively 
determine how the content is displayed to individual users. 

4.3.5 MULTIMEDIA CAPABILITIES IN COMPOSER-DEVELOPED DOCUMENTS 
Multimedia components can be inserted into a Composer document at any level or in any content 
element of the overall content structure. It can even be inserted as repetitive elements e.g. as 
content level identifiers for a block of content elements being part of a specific content level. 
Multimedia components can be inserted as an integrated part of a specific page or content 
element in a page as well as being displayed as an automatic, timer-driven or user-triggered 
display, and even as a pop-up page. The multimedia components can be both an individual 
multimedia event, a cut-out segment of such event, or a play-list for a sequence of such 
multimedia events. These events, components and play-lists can be addressed from local/remote 
servers, from electronic media such as CD/DVD or from file server storage available to community 
actors developing and using the application. Multimedia includes streaming media presentations 
as  well as streaming media segments generated e.g. through the Media-Cutter engine. 

4.3.6 POTENTIAL USAGE OF ENQUIRY AND COMPOSER ENGINE WITHIN ESTREAM  
The eStream online support services 
will as part of its ambition to create a 
sustainable post-project continuation of 
the community services for learning 
professionals interested in streaming 
media applications in their learning 
services continue to provide online 
support services through the presented 
online service tools, engines and 
functionalities. This online support 
service will also provide interconnected 
online services, such as the previously 
introduced Knowledge Pool and the 
EKE services.  
In addition therre is also intentions to 
produce a dialogue-handling service beyond the presently operating Advisory services, using a 
combination of Inquiry- and Composer-based service, making use of the interconnectivity and 
personalisation features of applications developed by those engines. These post-.project 
services will contain both a basic-level service for individual users as well as an ‘extended’ 
service that will enable institution-level support. 
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5. UPGRADING YOUR CONTRIBUTING MEMBERSHIP LEVEL 

As mentioned earlier in this guide, 
the membership levels may have to 
be upgraded in order to gain full 
usage access to the different tools 
and engines described in this guide. 
Such upgrades cannot be done 
through the eStream or Minerva 
virtual community, but e.g. through 
the Euproject initiative and VCP Int. 
One site that provides detailed 
information about the membership 
levels, functions available with each 
membership level and the access facilities in respective engine for the different 
menmbership levels, is the www.EUproject.com site. 
The Euproject.com site provides 
information about membership 
services as well as about how to 
establish new community services, 
information on acquisition of new 
work-groups within a community, and 
how to host projects in a VCP-based 
virtual community like EUproject.net. 
The Euproject membership service 
information includes descriptions of 
the different membership levels as 
well as tables with details on what 
capabilities are available for each 
membership level within each of the 
introduced VCP-based engines. 
As a eStream content contributor you can either acquire higher-level memberships from 
these external sources, or ‘trade in’ a higher-level membership through commitment to 
higher levels of content contributions within the community. The process for the latter will 
be annuounced from the eStream community service site at: 
HTTP://Minerva.EUproject.net/eStream/ 


